This procedure is to modify the Pollak model 31-180 GM style ign switch
in order to release the key cylinder and rekey for the stock Packard key.
To do this requires drilling an access hole to reach the retaining clip.
The factory hole in another area -- purpose unknown -- does not provide
the needed retaining clip access for the cylinder shipped with the lock.

Insert the supplied key and turn the cylinder to the normal ON position.
Lightly clamp the switch in a vise using a shim if necessary to keep the neck area level.

Drill a 1/8” hole at the location shown. Center of hole needs to be 3/8” from the body of the switch
and 1/8” below the edge of the rib on side of neck. A slight deviation is permissible but it needs to
be located so the cylinder retaining clip is visible in the finished hole and can be manipulated for
release. Use care and drill with light pressure checking frequently so as not to go too deep. You
need to just barely go thru the diecast neck but not any deeper to avoid damage to the cylinder
and retaining clip. The cylinder being in the normal ON position during drilling will hopefully
minimize any cylinder damage to a less important area. Drilling was relatively easy with the
control of a drill press but if a hand drill is used it will be a bit more difficult.

After the hole is drilled turn the cylinder to the ACC position.
This will move the retaining clip center around to the hole. Using a paper clip or other small
punch like tool push in against the spring loaded brass retaining clip and at the same time
pull against the key and cylinder to withdraw it from the switch. It may take a bit of wiggling
but once the retaining clip clears it’s groove cylinder should come out without too much
difficulty.

When the cylinder is out examine the cylinder and note the 3 brass tabs are all flush with the
cylinder case. Remove the factory key and note the 3 tabs are now sticking out one side.
The tabs fit into a slot in the switch body and provide the locking.

insert the Packard key. Note that the 3 tabs now will be at different heights, both extended and
recessed. Depending on how different the keys were the amount will vary. You will need to file
any extended tabs so they are flush with the cylinder case just as when the factory key was
inserted. One side is solid and can be done easily but the other side is spring loaded and will
want to drop into the case if pressure is applied. You will need to use something on the opposite
side to keep pushing against the tab being worked on so it remains fixed in position when filed.
When done, with the Packard key inserted, the 3 tabs will be flush just as with the factory key.
When key is removed the tabs will extend out but may be at different heights. As long as at least
one tab extends out the lock will work. Be careful not to damage the semicircular retaining clip
during the filing process.

To reinstall the cylinder, look inside the switch hole and note the position of the two different
shaped recesses on the black bottom piece. Have the key in the cylinder and orient the cylinder
so the protrusions on the end match the locations of the recesses. Slide the cylinder down
until the retaining clip hits the switch body. Keeping things lined up, use a sharp pointed object
to push the retaining clip into the cylinder as you lightly press the assy into the switch. Once
the retaining clip is compressed enough the cylinder will slide in. It is then a matter of twisting
the key slightly to match the cylinder so the protrusions fall into their recesses. One final push
will set it firmly so the retaining clip goes in it’s groove.

